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promise definition meaning dictionary com Apr 08 2024

noun a declaration that something will or will not be done given etc by one unkept political promises an express
assurance on which expectation is to be based promises that an enemy will not win synonyms pledge word something
that has the effect of an express assurance indication of what may be expected

promise definition meaning merriam webster Mar 07 2024

the meaning of promise is a declaration that one will do or refrain from doing something specified how to use
promise in a sentence

promise definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 06 2024

promise verb us ˈprɑː mɪs uk ˈprɒm ɪs promise verb say certainly add to word list b1 i or t to tell someone that
you will certainly do something to infinitive he promised faithfully to call me every week that the government has
promised that they ll reduce taxes that promise me that you won t tell him

promise english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 05 2024

promise verb uk ˈprɒm ɪs us ˈprɑː mɪs promise verb say certainly add to word list b1 i or t to tell someone that
you will certainly do something to infinitive he promised faithfully to call me every week that the government
have promised that they ll reduce taxes that promise me that you won t tell him

promise definition in american english collins english Dec 04 2023

a promise is a statement that you make to a person in which you say that you will definitely do something or give
them something if you make a promise you should keep it synonyms guarantee word bond vow more synonyms of promise

promise definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 03 2023

noun uk ˈprɒmɪs us b1 c a statement that you will certainly do something i m not sure i can do it so i won t make
any promises more examples keep break a promise b2 to do not do what you said that you would do show promise if
someone or something shows promise they are likely to be successful
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promise noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 02 2023

noun ˈprɑməs countable a statement that tells someone that you will definitely do or not do something to make keep
break a promise promise to do something she kept her promise to visit her aunt regularly promise of something the
government failed to keep its promise of lower taxes promise that

promise verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Sep 01 2023

intransitive transitive to tell somebody that you will definitely do or not do something or that something will
definitely happen we haven t got time to go to the park but you promised promise to do something the college
principal promised to look into the matter promise not to tell anyone i promise

promise definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jul 31 2023

verb promise to undertake or give i promise you my best effort see more verb give grounds for expectations the new
results were promising the results promised fame and glory see more verb make a prediction about tell in advance
synonyms anticipate call forebode foretell predict prognosticate see more pronunciation us

promise synonyms 78 similar words merriam webster Jun 29 2023

synonyms for promise vow swear pledge ensure covenant agree guarantee insist give one s word plight

promise noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage May 29 2023

noun ˈprɒmɪs ˈprɑːmɪs idioms countable a statement that tells somebody that you will definitely do or not do
something to make keep fulfil break a promise you haven t gone back on your promise have you he simply broke every
single promise he ever made me the minister was under attack for a series of broken promises

165 synonyms antonyms for promise thesaurus com Apr 27 2023

find 165 different ways to say promise along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

promises synonyms 78 similar words merriam webster Mar 27 2023

1 as in vows to make a solemn declaration of intent they promised to keep in touch with us after they moved away
synonyms similar words relevance vows swears pledges covenants agrees ensures insists guarantees gives one s word
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consents undertakes declares assents accedes affirms asserts plights

promise synonyms and antonyms yourdictionary Feb 23 2023

promise synonyms and antonyms pro mi s meanings synonyms sentences common words unique words a pledge noun
synonyms assurance covenant guarantee plight vow word engagement obligation betrothal warrant pledge troth parole
word of honor agreement pact oath consent avowal asseveration affirmation swearing profession

what is another word for promise wordhippo Jan 25 2023

need synonyms for promise here s a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use instead contexts noun
a declaration or assurance that one will do something or that a particular thing will happen the potential for
achievement or excellence an indication that something is likely to occur more noun

promise dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english Dec 24 2022

see action word parts subscriber feature about this feature the meaning of promise definition of promise english
dictionary and integrated thesaurus for learners writers teachers and students with advanced intermediate and
beginner levels

50 promises of god encouraging bible verses scripture quotes Nov 22 2022

god s word is filled with promises from our creator to provide and deliver the bible is the ultimate source for
truth and god is faithful to fulfill all his promises as you read these bible verses about the promises of god
claim them over your life

promise 62 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english Oct 22 2022

noun these are words and phrases related to promise click on any word or phrase to go to its thesaurus page or go
to the definition of promise give me your promise that you ll never do that again synonyms word pledge word of
honor parole

promise definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 20 2022

a promise is a statement which you make to a person in which you say that you will definitely do something or give
them something if you make a promise you should keep it the program has lived up to its promise to promote family
welfare synonyms guarantee word bond vow more synonyms of promise 4 verb
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60 promise quotes that ll make you keep your word Aug 20 2022

2 promises are the uniquely human way of ordering the future making it predictable and reliable to the extent that
this is humanly possible hannah arendt 3 promise is a big word it either makes something or it breaks something
anonymous 4 we are enslaved not by the promise we have made but by the desire to keep it
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